
Our Group Commitment

Leading ___________________________________  Phone _____________________

Hosting ___________________________________  Phone _____________________

Life Groups are all about sharing life together - helping people find a greater sense of belonging through 
forming and building significant relationships, which will result in spiritual growth as well.  Here are four 
primary ways this purpose can be achieved:

Guidelines and Commitment
Dates We’ll meet on (day)_______________ for ______ weeks.  
 
 Our last meeting for the session will be on ______________________.

Time Our group will start at _________ and conclude at _________ each week.

Children Each group will determine how childcare will be handled - nursing infants are welcome, 
 provided they are not a distraction to the group.

Study Our studies will be based on or related to the previous weekend’s sermon, or an 
 appropriate personal growth topic.  Our goal is to learn how to apply faith in everyday  life.

Group Guide We will do our best to attend weekly and arrive prepared for our time together.  If we are
& Attendance  following the sermon series, the Group Guide provided in the weekly worship program 
 should at least be read through, and attendees may wish to write answers to the 
 questions down. If we cannot attend a meeting, we will _______________.

Privacy   What is shared in our group will not be repeated outside it, unless permission is given by 
 the parties involved.

Count Me In!   Sign below to affirm your commitment to the group and guidelines.

1. ____________________________________ 2. ____________________________________
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• Sharing - Each week we’ll take some time to 
share what’s happening in our lives.

• Study - We will study a passage from the Bible 
that relates to Sunday’s sermon, or an 
appropriate personal growth topic.  
Application is the goal.

• Support - We will work on learning the ‘One 
Anothers’ of scripture (John 15:9-13), through 
things like prayer, encouragement, listening, 
challenging each other and meeting physical 
and material needs.

• Service - Our Life Group will participate in a 
service project at least once per year.  The 
Pastor of Groups will offer pre-planned options, 
or a group can create their own project.


